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PREAMBLE

1.1

SCOPE

This document provides a discussion of the conceptual design options for the ARIEL Optical Ground
Support Equipment (OGSE). The OGSE’s primary goal is to provide end-to-end testing, including
spectral, field of view, alignment and photometric/radiometric stability of the integrated ARIEL telescope,
optical bench and spectrometers. It is written primarily to compare possible OGSE design concepts
based on the ARIEL instrument’s optical layout at the time of time of the completion of the Phase A
study (i.e. February 2017).

1.2

PURPOSE

This document will introduce and outline the initial requirements for the ARIEL OGSE, before describing
three different possible test equipment concepts. Finally, a brief trade-off discussion is included and a
possible baseline from the three concepts is presented.

1.3

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

AD #
1

APPLICABLE DOCUMENT TITLE
ARIEL Mission Requirements Document

2

ARIEL Baseline Telescope Optical Prescription

3

ARIEL AIV Plan

4

ARIEL Zemax Optical model

1.4

DOCUMENT ID
ESA-ARIEL-EST-MISRS-001
ARIEL-RAL-PL-TN001
ARIEL-RAL-PL-PL007
ARIEL-RAL-PL-ML001-ARIELTELESCOPE-ZEMAXMODEL

ISSUE / DATE
1.2/02/09/2106

DOCUMENT ID
N/A

ISSUE / DATE
2008

N/A

2003

N/A

2003

MIRI-RP-00002-INT

3.0/2007

1.0/9/10/15
1.0/15/2/17
2.0/1/17

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

RD #
1
2

3
4

REFERENCE DOCUMENT TITLE
MIRI Telescope Simulator Overview, Belenguer er
al. 2008, Proc SPIE Vol 7010, 701039
Calibration of the Field of View of the High
Resolution Dynamic Limb Sounder, J. Moorhouse D.
Phil Thesis (Univ. Oxford) 2003
Spectral Calibration of the HIRDLS Instrument, J
Bracken D.Phil Thesis (Univ. Oxford), 2003
MIRI MTS Design Report
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to describe initial concepts for the ARIEL Optical Ground Support
Equipment (OGSE) that will be required to test the integrated ARIEL telescope, Fine Guidance Sensor
(FGS) and ARIEL Infrared Spectrometer (AIRS).
The ARIEL OGSE will be used to verify the ARIEL integrated telescope and instrument level tests.
Specific tests to be carried out during AIV/Calibration include:

•

Spatial response mainly based on Field of View (FoV) scans for the FGS and spectrometer,
throughput, stability and flat field response.

•

Spectral response including wavelength calibration repeatability, stability and cross calibration.

•

Scattered light rejection from internally (instrumental background) and externally generated
(telescope/instrument) background.

•

Verification of the co-alignment of the FGS and AIRS spectrometer.

2.1

OUTLINE OGSE REQUIREMENTS.

Starting assumptions for the ARIEL OGSE requirements:
•

Provide collimated input beam to the ARIEL telescope primary.
o

Ideally this will be full aperture with 1.1 x 0.73 m elliptical pupil.

•

Calibration system will have a wave front error (WFE) to be < 200 nm and well characterised at
operating temperature to allow subtraction of any significant OGSE WFE from the measurement.
This is especially critical in the 30 x 30” FoV of the ARIEL instrument suite.

•

Calibration source wavelength to provide coverage from 0.5 to 8 µm.

•

Source brightness to be controllable across the flux range defined in the ARIEL Mission
Requirements Document (MRD), i.e. source specs GJ1214 to HD219134.

•

FoV of 50 x 50 arcsec with source scannable across this FoV to 10 milli-arcsec accuracy to enable
testing of the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS) centroid accuracy requirement. The 10 milli-arcsec
accuracy requirement is to provide reference testing of the FGS and is derived from the scanning
resolution necessary to sample 1/10 of the FGS pixel.

•

Operating temperature of the various optical surfaces maintained at a temperature that ensures
that stray light and self-emission are < 1% of the faint target flux. Temperature stability of the
primary optical surfaces maintained and monitored at e.g. ±0.01 K to provide background
stability of 1 x 10-5.when referenced to the ARIEL faint target flux [AD1].

•

Ability to provide uniform field illumination and dark calibration when source off/shuttered.

•

Spectral scanning from 0.5 to 8 µm with resolving power of R>100. Continuous coverage is
required for spectral regions that include areas of overlap between channels in the ARIEL
spectrometer at 1.2, 1.9 and particularly 3.8 µm.

2.1.1

OGSE Options

The OGSE must combine a spectral, point source and diffuse background-scanning capability. As part of
this study three options are considered:
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1. A standalone, full telescope aperture, collimated source providing a view that fills the FoV of the
ARIEL telescope (50 x 50”). This requires a large aperture cryogenic collimator that matches the
narrow field of view of the ARIEL telescope whilst also allowing for scanning of an appropriate
sized point source to map the field of view.
2. A sub-aperture cryogenic test system with the ability to scan over the full ARIEL telescope input
aperture.
3. A “double pass” approach where the test signal is injected into the optical path between the
AIRS spectrometer and the ARIEL main telescope, providing a collimated beam that is then
reflected back into the telescope via a cryogenic flat mirror positioned in front of the main
telescope aperture.
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MODULES COMMON TO ALL OGSE APPROACHES.

ILLUMINATION MODULE.

The illumination module provides the light source for the collimator that is then fed into the ARIEL
telescope whilst under test. Regardless of the approach taken to transferring the collimated beam to the
ARIEL telescope the illumination module must:
1. Provide a uniform (e.g. typically ~2% over the ARIEL FoV with small scale variations <0.1% as
achieved for the MIRI Telescope Simulator [RD1], diffuse source that can fill the FoV of the
collimator and ARIEL telescope across ARIEL’s full spectral range of 0.5 to 8 µm.
2. Provide a point/pinhole source that can be scanned across the ARIEL FoV from the diffuse
source, with a low enough background that the outside of the source aperture the background
contribution is ~1% of the faintest Ariel target (assumed to be GJ 1214, R-PERF-010 [AD1]).
Source scanning with a resolution to 10 marc-seconds (Section 2.1).
3. Provide a traceable, wavelength calibrated, spectral source across the ARIEL spectral range with
a resolving power of at least R=300 (x10 the minimum resolving power of the AIRS
spectrometer).
4. Provide monitoring of the OGSE output flux via a reference detector with stability of order ~1 x
10-5, driven by the overall instrument stability requirement of ~1 x 10-4.
The initial illumination module concept provides collimated input sources to a gold-coated integrating
sphere, with an output port that can then be scanned by a cooled (e.g. <100 K, section 4.2.2) aperture
plate. This follows a similar approach to previous IR instrumentation OGSE (e.g. the Main Telescope
Simulator (MTS) for the MIRI instrument on the James Web Space Telescope [RD1]).
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Scannable
aperture and
relay opDcs

Filter/aperture
wheel

IR Source
(e.g.
blackbody,
ceramic
heater)

Gold coated
integraDng
sphere

Reference
detector module

Output to
collimator

Visible Source/
Alignment LED
Figure 1. Conceptual design (not to scale) for the Illuminator module, based on a visible and IR source plus
monochromator for spectral performance, integrating sphere, reference detector for output-level monitoring and
scannable exit port.

3.1.1

IR Source.

ARIEL’s spectral range covers the visible to 8 µm, implying a relatively “hot” source for the broadband IR
emitter, ~ 1200 K or similar (wavelength of peak emission = 2.4 µm) or similar temperature blackbody
cavity. Numerous examples of stabilised sources exist from previous ground calibration campaigns
including e.g. the High Resolution Dynamic Limb Sounder (HIRDLS) for NASA’s Aura satellite ([RD2],
Figure 2) or e.g. the 800 K blackbody as part of the MIRI Main Telescope Simulator [RD1]). The source
is coupled to the integrating sphere via a collimator and filter/aperture wheel to provide control of the
input flux and spectral discrimination as required (Figure 1). A typical input port size of e.g. 10 -20 mm
is assumed for the integrating sphere.

3.1.2

Visible Source

The shortwave (e.g. 0.5 to 2 µm) spectral region required for ARIEL can be covered by a current
stabilised and output monitored lamp source or fibre fed quasicontinuum laser source with feedback loop
for stabilisation (e.g. as used for the SLSTR calibration campaign). In a similar way to the IR source, the
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5.4 The broadband hot source assembly

visible source is coupled to the integrating sphere via a collimator and aperture/filter wheel to provide
control of the input flux.

5.4.1 Overview of design
Shutter

Substrate heater

Tripod leg

Faceplate cone

10 mm
Aperture-holder plate
Inner and outer shields

Figure
2. 5.15:
HIRDLS
Hot from
source
(Moorhouse
2003).
The shutter
and faceplate
cone were
Figure
View
theassembly
broadband
hot source
assembly.
An additional
inner shield
(not cooled
shown)via flexible
copper links to an LN2 dewar.

was fitted around the substrate heater. The shields were cooled by flexible copper links to an

3.1.3

pot.

Monochromator.

The monochromator provides a scannable spectral calibration source for the ARIEL OGSE that can be
used
in conjunction
at high
5µm)
multilayer
interference
filters mounted in
Figure
5.15 outlineswith
the narrow
BBHSA band
design.(e.g.
An ~50
UHV nm
(ultra
vacuum)
substrate
heater illuminated
the various
IR/Visible
sources
respective
filter
wheels.
small object apertures in a plate attached to a translatable stage (motorized micro mini stage,
TheNational
monochromator
has capable
the additional
that
it must
continuous
spectral
Aperture Inc.),
of 0.5 requirement
m repeatability.
A shutter
wasprovide
placed between
the two,
in the coverage
around the regions where the ARIEL instrument has overlap between its various spectral channels, in
particular coverage with bandpasses around 1.2, 1.9 and 3.8 µm.
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To Collimator off-axis Parabolic Mirror

Monochromator Flip Mirror
In-Beam to CALDET
Out-of-Beam to HIRDLS

Calibration
Detector

Calibration
Mirror
(CALMIR)

Exit beam shown folded
in XY plane
Actually folded towards
+Z direction

PDA
Gas cell(s)
(in/out)
Exit Slit

Chopper (CHA) (10.4Hz)
EFM

Exit
Spherical
Mirror

+X axis

Diffraction Grating datum
plane (front surface)
+Z axis into baseplate

+Y axis

Origin of Monochromator
Reference Coordinate Frame
(MRCF) in
plane of Chief Ray

Entrance
Spherical
Mirror
Filter
Wheel

Hot Source

Chief ray
Shutter
(in/out)

Entrance Slit

Figure
4.1grating
- Idealised
Monochromator
Optical
Layout.
Figure 3. A typical calibration
triple
monochromator
setup, as used
in the HIRDLS
calibration, from [RD3].
An additional shortwave source can be added (e.g. lamp). CALDET is the calibration monitoring detector.
A standard approach (e.g. [RD3]) is to use e.g. a triple grating monochromator with reflection gratings
Anhave
optical
layout
of the
HIRDLS
monochromator
optical
components,
that
blaze
angles
suitable
for coverage
from 0.5(HM600),
to 8 µm associated
and long pass
order-sorting
filters
mounted in a filter wheel. Gratings blazed at e.g. 1.2 µm (0.5 – 1.8 µm), 3.0 µm (1.5 – 5.5 µm) and 4.0
and optical system for the calibration of the monochromator (EXSA-CALDET) is shown in
µm (2.4 – 8 µm) are readily available1. The exact choice of gratings will require further optimisation
based
on the
spectral
divisions
etc.
the ARIELnormal
instrument.
figure
4.1.eventual
Figure 4.1
is shown
from
theused
+Z in
direction,
to the monochromator
Spectral
calibration
of the
monochromator
gasparallel
cells that
switchedcontaining
into the output
beamray
of
baseplate.
The XY
plane
is defined asisa via
plane
tocan
the be
baseplate
the chief
the monochromator. The calibration gas cells are mounted on a wheel external to the cooled optical
bench
of the
andsystem.
monitored
and to
pressure.
Transmission
through
gas cells is
though
theOGSE
optical
Thefor
+Ytemperature
axis is normal
the zero-scan
position
of thethe
diffraction
measured using an external detector to provide wavelength calibration checks.

grating [122, 123]. The geometric and optical parameters of these components were

1

E.g. http://www.bentham.co.uk/gratings.htm
110
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Alternative options for the spectral calibration system.

If continuous spectral scanning from the OGSE is not required then alternative options for wavelength
calibration can be considered. For example, calibration of the MIRI instrument used a system of four
vacuum gap Fabry-Perot etalons (e.g.[RD4]). These were placed in the filter wheel assembly between
the hot source and the entrance to the integrating sphere. The MIRI MTS etalons required careful
characterisation with temperature (e.g. due to variations in coating performance when cooled) to provide
high resolution (e.g. R>3000) spectral features for each of the instruments wavelength sub-divisions.

3.2

INTEGRATING SPHERE.

The integrating sphere takes the collimated light from the various sources (monochromator/lamp/hot
source) and provides a diffuse radiation field that can be scanned at its exit port. Based on the number
(5) and diameter (10 -20 mm) of the input and output ports a gold coated integrating sphere at least
200 mm in diameter can be used (Table 1).
Discussions with Labsphere Inc. (manufacturers of integrating spheres for visible and IR wavelength
ranges) a single, gold-coated sphere should be sufficient for ARIEL. At 0.5 µm reflectance is likely to be
~40% rising at to ~75% at 0.6 µm, sufficient for the flux levels required to match the brightest source
(HD21934, 4699 K, K magnitude 3.25, R-PERF-020 [AD1]).

Wavelength (µm)
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2µm +

% Throughput with 6”
sphere
0.10
0.55
1.01
1.30
1.50
1.65
1.71
1.79

% Throughput with 8” sphere
0.06
0.32
0.61
0.80
0.94
1.05
1.09
1.15

Table 1. Approximate throughput calculations for different integrating sphere diameters (private communication R.
Bailey, Pro-Light UK/Lab sphere.

Given the comparatively low throughput and spectral variation at visible wavelengths when using a goldcoated integrating sphere, performance of the illuminator design will require careful evaluation during
phase B. In the case that a single gold coated sphere cannot meet the illumination system performance
requirements (Section 2.1) a more complex, two sphere (gold for the infrared > 2 µm, fluoropolymer
(i.e. Spectralon ™ or similar) for the visible and near-IR) plus beam combiner maybe required.

3.3

SCANNING PIN HOLE ASSEMBLY

The scanning pinhole assembly is a cooled (<100 K, depending on collimator arrangement), thermally
decoupled from the light source, aperture plate, mounted on a three-axis translation stage. The linear
resolution and accuracy of the scanning assembly required to meet to 10 mas requirement (2.1) is
determined by the focal length of the relay optics used (e.g. Figure 1) but as an example for comparison
the MIRI MTS scanning assembly had a positional accuracy of ±2 µm. Three axes are required to allow
scanning in two dimensions plus a focusing capability. The amount of travel required will depend on the
optical relay and collimator configuration (Section 3).
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A series of different size apertures, as well as an open shutter option for diffuse full telescope FoV are
mounted on the plate. A closed shutter configuration is also available for dark measurements. Pinhole
sizes are dependent on the relay and collimator option used and throughput requirements.

3.4

OPTICAL RELAY.

The optical relay couples the output from the scanning pinhole assembly to the OGSE collimator (Figure
1). The conceptual layout shows two off axis parabolic reflectors, however, given the comparatively
large field angular field of view required for scanning the complete aperture (e.g. up to 0.76° depending
on collimator setup) a three mirror anastigmatic (TMA) or similar is likely to be required to allow better
control of aberrations.

3.5

REFERENCE DETECTOR

A reference bolometer is attached to one of the output ports of the integrating sphere to provide
continuous monitoring of the flux level being provided by the OGSE. Further study on the type of
detector is required, however since rapid (e.g. <10 Hz) response is not critical an absolute, broadband
standard detector such as a cooled reference bolometer or similar is baselined. The reference detector
may require chopping to a stabilised, external source (e.g. blackbody) to monitor its response during the
measurement and calibration runs.
In addition, the seismic environment of the test setup should be monitored due to the long time series
(several hours) required to simulate typical ARIEL observation sequences.
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ARIEL OGSE DESIGN OPTIONS
SUMMARY INPUT ASSUMPTIONS USED FOR OGSE DESIGN OPTIONS.

Based on the specification and design of the ARIEL telescope and spectrometer [AD2], [AD4], the
following input parameters were used for the design of each of the OGSE options considered:
1. Input telescope aperture is 1100 x 730 mm, simplified to 1100 mm circular for initial design
estimates.
2. Pixel scales on sky:

Channel

Degrees/pixel

Pixel
scale Pixel
Scale
(arcsec/pixel)
(radians/pixel)

AIRS Ch0

6.20E-05

2.23E-01

1.08E-06

AIRS Ch1

1.20E-04

4.32E-01

2.09E-06

FGS (15 µm pixel)

3.10E-05

1.12E-01

5.41E-07

FGS (18 µm pixel)

3.72E-05

1.34E-01

6.49E-07

NIRSpec

3.10E-05

1.12E-01

5.41E-07

NIRPhot

2.40E-05

8.64E-02

4.19E-07

Table 2. Pixel scales for each of the ARIEL payload spectral and fine guidance modules. Note that that it is
assumed that two detector options are being considered (18 µm Teledyne detectors or 15 µm European supplied
detectors). If the 18 µm Teledyne detector is selected the FGS optics are not changed so the pixel scale increases
by 18/15. For AIRS the pixel scale is the same for both detector options as the plate scale (arsec/mm) would be
scaled to maintain the same pixel scale.

3. Telescope is diffraction limited at 3 µm.
4.2

STANDALONE WITH FULL TELESCOPE APERTURE COLLIMATOR.

The first option considered is a test setup that can cover the whole field of view of ARIEL input telescope
using a standalone test setup. The outline concept (Figure 4) includes a relay and 1.1 m diameter
primary collimator mirror designed to completely cover the input optics of the ARIEL main telescope (1.1
x 0.73 m elliptical pupil) primary. The initial concept (Figure 4) shows a collimator based on a
Cassegrain-type telescope, however other designs should be included in a more detailed study.
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Relay/scanner

Illumina(on Module

Collimator

Figure 4. Conceptual layout for the full ARIEL Telescope Aperture test setup, (illumination module monochromator
not shown for clarity). Collimator is assumed to be 1.1 m diameter to match the largest dimension of the ARIEL
elliptical pupil (1.1 x 0.7 m).

4.2.1

Collimator Field of View considerations and optical relay options.

ARIEL has a small field of view (50 x 50’’), so any collimator system will require magnification to allow
scanning over the telescope’s FoV. Assumptions and calculations for magnification factors etc. used to
estimate the size of the object plane are outlined below, a circular pupil has been assumed for simplicity:
1. Starting assumption is that the collimator AΩ matches that of the ARIEL telescope, assuming an
FoV of 50 x 50” and diameter of 1.1 m.

(

)

2

ΩCol = π 0.242 mrad = 4.62×10−8 sr
2

⎛ 1.1 ⎞
A Col = ⎜ ⎟ π = 0.950 m2
⎝ 2 ⎠

(0.0)

AΩCol = 4.39×10−8 m2sr
2. As usual, assume that AΩ is invariant through the optical chain, so can be calculated at any
conjugate plane. This can then be used to estimate the back-focal length and F/# for a specific
object area (Table 3):
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2.00E-02
1.00E-02
8.00E-03
6.00E-03
5.00E-03
2.50E-03
1.00E-03

Object area
3.14E-04
7.85E-05
5.03E-05
2.83E-05
1.96E-05
4.91E-06
7.85E-07
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1.40E-04
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8.73E-04
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Half angle at image plane
6.67E-03
1.33E-02
1.67E-02
2.22E-02
2.67E-02
5.33E-02
1.33E-01

F/# of Collimator
7.50E+01
3.75E+01
3.00E+01
2.25E+01
1.87E+01
9.37E+00
3.73E+00

Table 3. F/# number estimates for different object diameters for a full aperture ARIEL OGSE, assuming a similar AΩ
to the ARIEL telescope

3. From Table 3 it is now possible to estimate the back focal length of the collimator. Using the
assumption that the Scanning Pinhole assembly (section 2.3) requires at least e.g. 10 mm of
aperture to allow the translation stage mechanisms to meet the accuracy requirement of 10 milliarcseconds over a 50 arc second field of view. This implies either a long (likely impractical) focal
length for the primary collimator (e.g. F/# ~38) or a magnification factor provided by the relay
optics (Figure 4).
4. Assume that with suitable fold mirrors etc. a back focal length of 4.13 m can be accommodated,
giving (Table 3) an object size of 1 mm. The relay design can then be adjusted depending on
the space available in the test chamber for the OGSE and FoV required by the scanning
mechanism. For example, with a 10 mm object diameter at the integrating sphere to give a 1
mm image at the input to the collimator and setting the total track length of the relay to 1 m
gives a relay focal length of 83 mm (0.083 m).
5. With this magnification factor and track length the relay optics will now require an FoV of 0.64°.
6. Finally, estimate pinhole sizes, based on the F/# of the relay and the diameter Airy disc at
minimum wavelengths for each of the ARIEL instrument channels:

Channel
Ch0
Ch1
NIR-Phot
FGS-1
FGS-2
NIR-Spec

Lambda min (µm)
1.95
3.8
0.5
0.8
1.05
1.25

Airy
diameter
(µm)
178.44
347.72
45.75
73.21
96.08
114.38

Table 4. Approximate pinhole diameter derived from the diameter of the Airy disc at the input to the relay..

4.2.2

Full Aperture Design Option, operating temperature estimates

The full aperture option will require cooling to similar operating temperatures as the main ARIEL
telescope (i.e. <70 K) if the thermal background requirement of a flux <1% of the ARIEL faint target
requirement (R-PERF-010, [AD1]) is to be met. To test this assumption a highly simplified radiometric
model of the OGSE was assembled with the following assumptions:
1. The source module is assumed to be off and shuttered for a background measurement.
2. Each module (i.e. illumination, relay, collimator) is thermally isolated from the previous, except
by radiation.
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3. Each module is given a single set temperature and assumed to be emitting isotropically, with
only radiation within the acceptance cone (defined by F/#) of the next module in the optical path
contributing to radiance.
4. All modules have an emissivity of 1, except for the main collimator, where it is set to 0.1.
5. The background emission from OGSE can then be compared to the requirement of 1% of the
faint target.
Examples from two model estimates are shown below. As expected, the temperature requirement is
dominated by the 1.1 m diameter collimator primary with the background flux exceeding the requirement
at ~7.2 µm for the case of Illuminator 100 K, Relay 80 K and Collimator at 70 K (e.g. Case 1, Figure 5).

Figure 5. Operating temperature estimates for the full aperture configuration OGSE, case 1.

With the Relay temperature reduced to 70 K and the Collimator reduced to 63 K, the requirement is met
(Case 2, Figure 6), the background exceeds 1% of the faint case at ~8.1 µm.
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Figure 6. Operating temperature estimates for the full aperture configuration OGSE, case 2.

4.2.3

Wavefront error (WFE) monitoring.

The WFE of the standalone full aperture OGSE concept needs to be maintained at <200 nm to meet the
calibration and test setup requirements. It is assumed that this will be monitored by cool down tests to
operating temperature for each of the OGSE modules. The WFE of the system will then be monitored
using e.g. double pass measurements with an interferometer or Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor at
temperature prior to main testing using a flat mirror placed front of the collimator. The WFE of the
OGSE can then be subtracted from the WFE of the ARIEL telescope after measurement. Cooling of the
WFE calibration flat mirror is not required for this test.

4.2.4

Standalone, full telescope aperture collimator conclusions

Based on these initial estimates, a standalone full telescope aperture ARIEL OGSE that meets the toplevel requirements (Section 2.1) and can also be accommodated within available test calibration facilities
is possible (e.g. the calibration facilities at RAL [AD3]). Key advantages of this approach include:
1. Standalone system, development and testing are possible in parallel with the ARIEL instrument
development, once the design of the main telescope etc. is fixed. This allows integration and
calibration of the OGSE in advance of the main instrument arriving.
2. Allows a full range of alignment tests to be carried out on the ARIEL instrument, telescope etc.
3. Full FoV and out of FoV/stray light testing possible with single OGSE setup.
4. Spectral and radiometric stability performance testing possible.
5. Comparatively rapid, tests the full ARIEL primary mirror in a single calibration scan of the
telescopes FoV.
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Disadvantages include:
1. Large, potentially complex system with requirement for a further 1 m class cryogenic primary
mirror with similar performance to the flight instrument (e.g. WFE etc.).
2. Optical relay with comparatively large F/# for relatively small optical elements.
requirement for aspherical components due to comparatively large relay FoV.

4.3

Also likely

DOUBLE PASS, USE OF THE ARIEL TELESCOPE AS THE COLLIMATOR.

An alternative “full aperture” setup is to use the ARIEL telescope itself as the collimator and use a double
pass configuration to test the complete instrument.
The ARIEL spectrometers and fine guidance sensors etc. are fed using a collimated beam from the main
telescope that is then split between modules using a dichroic chain [AD2], [AD4] This optical layout
(Figure 7) includes a section of collimated beam (~22 mm in diameter) between the M4 and M5 mirrors.

M1

M5
M4
M2

M3

Figure 7. Optical layout of the ARIEL telescope showing the locations of the main mirrors(from [AD4]).

By inserting a beam splitter into the optical path between M4 and M5 it is possible to direct a beam back
through the telescope (Figure 8). This beam splitter module would be a “red tag” item for removal
before flight and several candidate materials with sufficiently broadband wavelength coverage (e.g.
ZnSe, CaF2) are available. Using the beam splitter, the radiance from the Illumination module can be
re-collimated by the ARIEL telescope itself before being reflected back through the system by a flat 1.1
m diameter, cryogenic mirror.
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Illuminator
Module

Flat, double pass
calibraAon mirror

M4

M1

M5

OGSE Beam
SpliEer
module

Dichroic chain,
FGS, AIRS etc.

M3

M2

Figure 8. Schematic layout of the Double pass calibration concept. Path from the Illuminator module shown in red.

4.3.1

Double Pass configuration, Illumination and relay module

For this OGSE configuration, the relay module that couples the illuminator to the ARIEL optical bench will
need to produce a collimated beam with a diameter of 20 x 13.3 mm (e.g. Figure 9) to match the
collimated beam diameter on the telescope optical bench.
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Scannable
Pinhole

To ARIEL OB

Afocal Relay
module with a
FoV of 2750 arc
seconds/ 0.76
degrees
Figure 9. Illumination module and relay/collimator for double pass OGSE option. Monochromator not shown.

Given the magnification factor of ~55 [AD4] between the main telescope and the input to the
spectrometer etc. the relay module for the double pass concept will require a relatively large field of view
of ~0.76°. This will require a three mirror anastigmatic (TMA) design to control aberrations etc. The
magnification factor can be adjusted in the relay optics to set the final pinhole diameters in the source
scanning assembly (e.g. Table 5 for a relay giving a full FoV equivalent to a 50 x 50” with a 22 mm
diameter collimated output from the integrating sphere and relay). Assuming the 22 mm diameter beam
and 0.76° full field angle, the relay collimator would have an F/# of ~75 (i.e. a back focal length of 1.65
m). For this F/# the pinhole diameter based on the Airy disc can once again be estimated (Table 5). The
beam from the relay would then be injected into the ARIEL optical bench via an OGSE port in the
instrument housing.
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Channel

Lambda min (µm) Airy diameter (µm)

Ch0

1.95

358.75

Ch1

3.8

699.11

NIR-Phot

0.5

91.99

FGS-1

0.8

147.18

FGS-2

1.05

193.17

NIR-Spec

1.25

229.97

Table 5. Pin hole diameters estimates based on Airy disc diameters for 22 mm aperture, double pass configuration.

4.3.2

Double Pass configuration, external calibration mirror temperature.

To reflect the collimated beam from the OGSE back into the ARIEL telescope, a 1.1 m diameter flat
mirror is placed in front of the main aperture. To meet the background flux requirements the
temperature of the mirror will need to be a similar temperature as the ARIEL main telescope, i.e. ~60 K.
The OGSE beam splitter will be maintained at a similar temperature by the ARIEL optical bench.

4.3.3

Wavefront error (WFE) monitoring.

The WFE of the “Double Pass OGSE” concept needs to be maintained at <200 nm to meet the calibration
and test setup requirements. It is assumed that this will be monitored by cool down tests to operating
temperature for each of the OGSE modules. The WFE of the system can then be monitored using e.g.
double pass measurements with an interferometer or Shack-Hartmann type wavefront sensor at
temperature prior to testing. It should be noted that the “Double Pass” OGSE configuration will actually
measure twice the telescope WFE error due to the two passes through the telescope. Since the WFE of
the OGSE will be well characterised before the start of testing, this enhances the sensitivity of telescope
WFE measurement in this configuration.

4.3.4

“Double Pass OGSE” concept conclusions

A design that uses a double pass ARIEL OGSE and meets the top-level requirements (Section 2.1) that
can be accommodated within existing test and calibration chambers is possible, with some restrictions.
Key advantages of this approach include:
1. Lower complexity and cost than the standalone, full aperture OGSE. The external calibration
mirror is flat, so more straightforward to procure, mount etc.
2. The Illumination and relay modules can be placed away from the main instrument, since the
output is a small (~ 22 mm) collimated beam.
3. Allows a full range of alignment tests to be carried out on the ARIEL instrument, telescope etc.
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4. Full FoV testing possible with single OGSE setup.
5. Spectral and radiometric stability performance testing possible.
6. WFE error of flat, calibration mirror easier to assess at cryogenic temperatures.
7. Measurement of 2x WFE of the telescope, increasing sensitivity of this test.
Disadvantages include:
1. OGSE development more closely integrated with ARIEL instrument development and requires a
direct optical and mechanical interface to the ARIEL payload module optical bench. Parallel
development and testing of the Illumination and Relay modules only is possible.
2. Out of FoV and stray light analysis complicated by multiple paths through the instrument. Out of
FoV calibration likely to require additional setup.

4.4

STANDALONE SUB-APERTURE SCANNING OGSE CONCEPT.

A final option considered in this technical note is the use of a sub-aperture collimator that can be
mechanically scanned across the full aperture of the ARIEL primary mirror. The conceptual layout is
identical to the Full Aperture Collimator concept (Figure 4), except that now the smaller aperture size
allows the various OGSE optics sub-systems to “shrink” by a corresponding amount (Figure 10).
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Low emissivity (MLI etc) covering with cooled
front shield to provide a uniform background
away from scanning aperture.
Illumina(on Module

Relay/scanner

Collimator

300 mm
aperture

2D scanning
capability
Figure 10. Sub-aperture scanning OGSE configuration.

By reducing the collimator aperture to e.g. 300 mm diameter but keeping the relay and illuminator optics
the same as the Full Aperture case (section 4.2, Table 4) a more compact collimator can be used. The
sub-aperture configuration will require cooling to a similar temperature (i.e. 60 -65 K, Figure 6) as the
full aperture case, but controlling the primary mirror temperature and mirror mounting design is more
straightforward (e.g. [RD1]) due to the smaller diameter of the primary. However, the WFE will need to
be up to a factor of 13 better due to the use of a smaller aperture (4.4.1). To map the full response of
the ARIEL telescope mirror the sub-aperture OGSE is scanned across the ARIEL primary in two
dimensions, building up a map of any spectral and spatial variation.
4.4.1

Wavefront error (WFE) monitoring.

The WFE of the sub-aperture concept needs to be maintained at less than <200 nm to meet the
calibration and test setup requirements. Using the example of a 300 mm aperture this require that the
WFE is maintained at 200/13 ≈ 15 nm. This is likely to be extremely challenging and likely to introduce a
compromise when subtracting OGSE WFE from the instrument’s response. It is assumed that this will be
monitored by cool down tests to operating temperature for each of the OGSE modules. The WFE of the
system can then be monitored using e.g. double pass measurements with an interferometer or ShackHartmann type wavefront sensor at temperature prior to testing. Determining the WFE for the ARIEL
main telescope and modules using the sub-aperture OGSE concept is more complex than either the full
aperture or double pass concepts as only a portion of the main mirror is sampled for each measurement.
Monitoring of the WFE of the sub-aperture OGSE concept is possible during the measurement scans by,
e.g., including a reference flat mirror for double pass measurements that the collimator can be slewed to
during calibration runs. However, the resulting WFE error map produced during the ground testing
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campaign will be a convolution of both the sub-aperture system OGSE WFE, the pointing accuracy and
reproducibility of the OGSE scanning system and the ARIEL primary telescope. The effect of the increase
in complexity on the overall derived WFE uncertainty requires further study as the ARIEL optical design
matures during phase B.

4.4.2

Standalone Sub-aperture scanning OGSE concept conclusions

A design that uses a standalone sub-aperture scanning ARIEL OGSE and meets the top-level
requirements (Section 2.1) that can be accommodated within existing test and calibration chambers is
possible, with some restrictions. Key advantages of this approach include:
1. Standalone system, development and testing are possible in parallel with the ARIEL instrument
development, once the design of the main telescope etc. is fixed. This allows integration and
calibration of the OGSE in advance of the main instrument arriving.
2. Allows a full range of alignment tests to be carried out on the ARIEL instrument, telescope etc.
3. Full FoV and out of FoV/stray light testing possible with single OGSE setup.
4. Spectral and radiometric stability performance testing possible.
5. Lower cost/complexity for the smaller aperture collimator primary mirror.

Disadvantages include:
1. Much longer measurement times are required during the ground test campaign. The full FoV of
the ARIEL instrument has to be measured for each sub-aperture scan position. E.g. to fully
spatially sample the full 1.1 m aperture ARIEL telescope will require measurements at ~10-14
positions with a full FoV scan and sub-set of spectral scans at each point. This does not include
e.g. additional reference measurements to a flat mirror to confirm WFE performance of the
calibration system, or different flux levels.
2. Multiple measurements will also introduce additional uncertainty to the final WFE map for the
complete ARIEL telescope/instrument.
This will need to be assembled from multiple
measurements, correlated measurements to produce the final WFE product.
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OPTIONS TRADE OFF, CONCLUSIONS.

Three conceptual designs have been considered for the ARIEL OGSE; a system that fills the aperture of
the ARIEL primary with a collimated beam from a standalone external stimulus, a system that fills the
ARIEL primary with a retro-reflected beam via the ARIEL instrument’s optical bench and a sub-aperture
scanning system that partially fills the ARIEL primary telescope and requires mosaicking.
All three options can use a common illumination module design. A diffuse source provided by an
integrating sphere illuminated via either IR glowbar/blackbody, stabilised lamp or monochromator is
coupled to the collimator by a pin hole scanning system to map ARIEL’s FoV, detector response, spectral
calibration etc.
A comparison of the capabilities of each of the three OGSE concepts (Table 6) shows that, as expected,
only the full aperture option completely satisfies the outline requirements (Section 2.1). The subaperture OGSE concept simplifies the manufacture and mounting of the primary collimator, but adds
complexity to the scanning and data analysis to produce a complete end-to-end performance model for
ARIEL. The sub-aperture concept is likely to have a lower initial cost, as the primary mirror etc. is
smaller. However this concept is likely to be more time-consuming (higher test facility charges),
requiring repeat measurements at multiple OGSE scan positions across the ARIEL primary mirror.
The “double pass” option requires integration with the ARIEL instrument design study early in Phase B.
However compared to the full aperture, standalone OGSE concept it has the significant advantage of a
simpler optical setup (a single, well characterised flat cryogenic mirror in front of the ARIEL primary) and
~22 mm diameter collimated input beam. Scanning outside ARIEL FoV is problematic however and may
require additional OGSE (e.g. array of point sources or similar in place of the flat reflecting mirror). An
additional, important consideration is that by the time that ARIEL is in ground test ESA will have a highly
characterised 1.2 m diameter cryogenic flat mirror that is being procured for use in ground testing of the
Euclid payload module. Initial discussions with ESA have indicated that this will be available to AREIL if
selected, significantly reducing the cost for the double pass option.
Based on this initial analysis (Table 6) the double pass concept offers the best compromise of OGSE
functionality vs system complexity and cost and is adopted as the current baseline. However, further
study iterations of these OGSE concepts are required during phase B as the ARIEL optical design matures
towards mission adoption and Preliminary and Critical Design Reviews.
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OGSE
Concept

WFE
monitoring?

Yes, possible with
Full aperture, well characterised
standalone
OGSE optics and
online monitoring

Subaperture,
standalone

Yes,
with
qualification.
Requires
sampling
and
reconstruction
using FoV scans
across the ARIEL
telescope primary.
Increased
uncertainty in final
WFE estimates.

Yes, possible with
well characterised
OGSE optics and
online monitoring.
Effect of double
Double Pass pass will provide a
more
sensitive
estimate of WFE
of
the
ARIEL
telescope as it is
measured twice.

collimator

Spectral
Full
FoV
Photometric/ra
Stray light/ out scanning with Background
flux Uniform
scanning at 20
diometric
of
FoV R>
100-300 ~1% of ARIEL faint illumination and
milli
arcsecond
stability?
measurement depending on target?
dark calibration?
accuracy?
spectral band?
Yes,

Measurement of full
system
performance
over similar time period
to an ARIEL science
observation?

Independent of
ARIEL
instrument build
and integration?

Yes, reference Yes, full aperture
Yes,
can
over fill
Yes,
collimator Yes, diffuse
detectors
to coverage
in a
monochromatic
ARIEL
FoV,
primary temperature sources fills FoV Yes, single
monitor OGSE single
or FP etalon
source scanning
~63 K
and can be cold measurement fills ARIEL
output flux
measurement
etc.
outside of FoV
shuttered.
primary
Yes
Not in a single
measurement,
requires
scanning of
No,
requires
diffuse
No. Multiple scans
Yes, reference
Yes,
scanning
of
Yes,
collimator background
required to reconstruct
detectors
to
Yes, can scan monochromatic
collimated
beam
primary temperature
monitor OGSE
outside FoV.
or FP etalon
across the ARIEL full ARIEL aperture
across
ARIEL
~63 K
output flux
etc.
primary. Dark
response. Each
primary
FoV possible
aperture position also
with cooled
requires ARIEL FoV
shutter across
spatial and spectral
primary.
scan
Yes
No, requires
OGSE mounting
points etc. for
Yes, return mirror
Yes, reference Yes, full aperture
Yes,
additional "redNot with single
temperature
detectors
to coverage
in a
monochromatic
tag" beam
flat
reflector
equivalent to ARIEL
monitor OGSE single
or FP etalon
mirror setup.
splitter and
output flux
measurement
etc.
Yes, single
aperture for
measurement fills ARIEL OGSE input
primary
beam
telescope (i.e. ~63 Yes, diffuse
K)
sources fills FoV
and can be cold
shuttered.

Table 6. Capability summary for each of the ARIEL OGSE concepts
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